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Sars, again, speaks of them as partly confirmatory of his own, when, of course, the
earlier observation was the original one, and the later ones should be COnsidi'cd
as confirmations. The budding of the polypoid state of Strobila had been known
to Dalydll for years before it had even been noticed by Sars. Dalydil already
knew, in 1836, what Sars was still ignorant of in 1841, and, what seems hardly
to be generally known even now, though it is certainly true, that the base of the

Strobila resumes the form of the original Scyphistoma after the Strobila has dissolved

itself into free Ephyra.
But all these so-called "Hydra tuba" are not one and the same animal. They

are the early stages of development of the di1P.rent kinds of covered-eyed MCdUSa

'which occur on the coast of Scotland, and the development of which presents similar

phases. However, while Dalydil confounds in this manner the progeny of all the

Steganophthalms of the vicinity of Edinburgh, his very mistake shows the more

plainly how similar are the earlier stages of development of these different

species of Medus.

It is much to be regretted, that the facts so carefully and patiently traced by
Sir John Dalyell, for so many successive years, should not have earlier attracted

the general attention of the investigators of Acaleplis; for his work contains satis

factory information upon many points, which were afterwards discussed as if no

observations had yet been made respecting them. Not less is it to be regretted,
that Sir John Dalyell was not more fully acquainted with the investigations of Sans

and of von Siebohi. Had he known their import, his own results would have been

much sooner incorporated into the history of these animals, while they would also

have acquired more precision and directness in his own mind. As it happened, the

highly important labors of Dalyell have remained almost unnoticed until recently,
and have failed to exercise the influence they might have had upon the progress
of science.

Various facts bearing upon the phenomena of alternate generations had iweim

observed among Hydroids by Ehrcnberg,' Loven,2 Norchnanu,3 VanBeii den,4 and

1 EURESDCItG (C. G.), Die Koralkiitliu.'re iic
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ticii verzeieliuet, Berlin, 1834, .Ito.
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1830, vol. 9, 70"1. This account is too short

to be it[ all satiliieiory.
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